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  Mini Mandarin Chinese Dictionary Philip Yungkin Lee,2018-04-10 This travel-sized Mandarin
dictionary is ideal for any application where a handy and portable dictionary is required. Proving
that big things come in small packages, Mini Mandarin Chinese Dictionary is packed with everything
users need to communicate in Mandarin, including: Bidirectional English-Chinese and Chinese-
English sections More than 12,000 essential words, idioms, and expressions Headwords printed in
bold for quick and easy reference Chinese words are given in Romanized form for natural
pronunciation The latest computer, Internet, mobile phone and social media terms Intuitively
organized and easy-to-use, this powerful pocket reference is ideal for business, study, and travel.
  Tuttle Mini Chinese Dictionary Philip Yungkin Lee,2013-01-10 This is a completely up-to-date
Mandarin Chinese mini dictionary. Tuttle Mini Chinese Dictionary is ideal for any application where
a handy and portable dictionary is required. Intended for use by tourists, students, and business
people traveling to China or as a Mandarin language study reference Mini Chinese Dictionary is an
essential tool for communicating in Chinese. It's useful pocket-sized format and easy-to read type
will make translating Chinese much easier. In addition to being an excellent English to Chinese
dictionary and Chinese to English dictionary Mini Chinese Dictionary contains important notes on
the Chinese language, Chinese grammar and Mandarin pronunciation. All Chinese words are written
in a Romanized form as well as Chinese characters script (hanzi) so that in the case of difficulties the
book can simply be shown to the person the user is trying to communicate with. This mini dictionary
contains the following essential features: Bidirectional Chinese to English and English to Chinese
Over 12,000 essential Chinese words, as well as useful Chinese expressions and idioms Headwords
printed in blue for quick and easy reference A basic overview of Chinese grammar and pronunciation
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All the latest Chinese social media and computer terms
  Langenscheidt Pocket Chinese Dictionary ,2000 Pinyin romanization of all Chinese
characters. Chinese-English section arranged alphabetically according to pronunciation.
  Periplus Pocket Mandarin Chinese Dictionary Philip Yungkin Lee,2017-08-29 This handy
Mandarin dictionary allows you to look up words quickly and easily--and be understood while
speaking. The Periplus Pocket Mandarin Chinese Dictionary is a pocket-sized dictionary designed for
travelers, business people and beginning Chinese language students. It contains all the most
common Chinese vocabulary you will need. This new edition has been extensively revised and
expanded to include over 12,000 entries. A reference guide to the essentials of Chinese grammar
and pronunciation are provided to ensure you will be understood when speaking. Features of this
Chinese dictionary include: Complete English-Chinese and Chinese-English sections Headwords are
printed in bold for easy reference Alternate meanings of the same word (in English or Chinese) are
clearly distinguished Includes the latest IT, mobile phone, Internet and social media terminology
  Tuttle Pocket Mandarin Chinese Dictionary Li Dong,2018-03-06 This handy Mandarin
dictionary allows you to look up words quickly and easily--and be understood while speaking. The
Tuttle Pocket Mandarin Chinese Dictionary is a pocket-sized dictionary designed for travelers,
business people, and beginner Chinese language students. It contains all the most common Chinese
vocabulary you will need. Extensively revised and expanded, this new edition includes over 20,000
entries. A reference guide to the essentials of Chinese grammar and pronunciation are provided to
ensure you will be understood when speaking. Features of this Chinese dictionary include: Complete
English-Chinese and Chinese-English sections Headwords are printed in bold for easy reference
Alternate meanings of the same word (in English or Chinese) are clearly distinguished Includes the
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latest IT, mobile phone, Internet and social media terminology
  Mandarin Chinese Dictionary Fangyu Wang,Fred Fangyu Wang,2002 Along with its companion
volume, an English-Chinese dictionary, this reference was devised for use in high schools and
colleges to facilitate both comprehension and reproduction. Compiled by an expert lexicographer,
these dictionaries draw upon the best traditions of language learning, with particular emphasis on
syntactic structure, functional elements such as particles, and idiomatic expressions.
  A Pocket Dictionary (Chinese-English) and Pekingese Syllabary Chauncey Goodrich,1891
  Tuttle English-Chinese Dictionary Li Dong,2010-05-10 This is an extensive and user–friendly
Chinese–English dictionary. The Tuttle English–Chinese Dictionary is the only English–Chinese
dictionary specifically designed for English speakers who are learning the Chinese language. It
provides comprehensive, accurate and up–to–date definitions for over 40,000 words, phrases and
idioms, including the latest vocabulary for business, technology, sport and the media. Concise
definitions are given for each word and phrase shortening the time it takes to learn Chinese. About
10,000 example sentences with Chinese translation are provided for commonly used words, to
illustrate their usage and develop effective communication skills in Chinese. These sentences are
idiomatic and relevant to aspects of daily life in China today. Pinyin romanized forms are given for
all Chinese words and phrases so the reader can pronounce them with ease and accuracy A concise
guide to Chinese characters, pronunciation, tones and grammar along with lists of common
character components and measure words are found at the front of the dictionary, while Chinese
personal and place names are listed at the back. Comprehensive and accurate with 40,000 words,
phrases and idioms. The only English–Chinese dictionary designed for English speakers. Pinyin
romanizations are given for al Chinese words and phrases. Includes 10,000 example sentences to
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help develop communications skills.
  Mandarin Chinese-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary DK,2018-02-20 Learning Mandarin
Chinese has never been this easy. This trusty travel companion features comprehensive definitions
and colorful images of daily life, helping you appreciate the nuances of the language and master
pronunciation. Keep the Mandarin Chinese-English Bilingual Dictionary by your side as you shop,
eat, socialize, travel, and work. With more than 10,000 fully illustrated terms arranged by theme and
an easy-to-use audio app guiding you, learning and retaining key terms is simple. Inside you'll
discover key nouns, verbs, and phrases, and a detailed index for instant reference. Simplified
Chinese characters, along with clear instructions for accurate pronunciation in the Pinyin accent,
help you further enhance your Mandarin reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. From names
of dishes and seasons of the year to parts of the body and furniture around the house, find
everything at your fingertips with this practical and stimulating dictionary. The Mandarin Chinese-
English Bilingual Dictionary has been updated to include modern technology and contemporary ways
of life and reflects the changes the language has undergone. Whether traveling for business or for
pleasure, remember to pack this comprehensive yet accessible bilingual dictionary.
  Chinese-English Frequency Dictionary Yong Ho,2002 A dictionary of the 500 most frequently
used words in the Chinese language, this instructive reference provides meaning and grammatical
explanations for the use of each word. Based on a scientific study that concludes that learning a
language can be achieved by mastering its most used words, the text acts as both a traditional
dictionary and a teaching guide to the world's most widely-spoken language. Each entry is presented
in both Chinese characters and roman letters, with pinyin transcription. This book also includes an
introduction to the Chinese language and a pronunciation guide.
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  Tuttle Compact Chinese Dictionary LI Dong,2010-12-10 This is a compact and user–friendly
English–Chinese and Chinese–English dictionary. The Tuttle Compact Chinese Dictionary is a
completely new reference dictionary designed for English speakers who are learning or using
Chinese as a foreign language. It contains more than 48,000 words and expressions, including all the
words required for the official HSK Chinese Language Proficiency Examination. Entries are carefully
selected to reflect the latest usage in the spheres of business, technology, sports and media. For
each Chinese word, the pronunciation, word classes and definitions are given together with other
useful information on measure words, and idiomatic expressions. Over 5,000 example sentences are
provided to show how the words are used in real–life situations. All Chinese words and phrases are
presented in Chinese characters and pinyin so that users can immediately pronounce the characters
with ease and accuracy. A concise guide to Chinese pronunciation, tones and grammar is found at
the front of the dictionary, as well as lists of common character components and measure words. A
Radical Index and Stroke Order Index are given for all Chinese words listed in the Chinese–English
section of the dictionary Contains over 48,000 entries, including all high–frequency Chinese and
English words All Chinese words and phrases presented in Chinese characters and pinyin
User–friendly presentation with idioms and example sentences The idea reference dictionary for
students, and business people
  15-Minute Mandarin Chinese DK,2018-01-16 This updated language-learning e-guide, with a
brand-new free audio app, helps you learn to speak Mandarin Chinese in 15-minute visual lessons
themed around common situations. With clear photography and illustrations, 12 themed chapters
are broken down into 15-minute daily lessons that combine vocabulary and grammar essentials
about a range of themes, from socializing to doing business for the most user-friendly, accessible
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language guide on the market. The audio app, available for Apple (from the App Store) and Android
(from Google Play), enables you to hear words and phrases spoken by native Mandarin Chinese
speakers. Download the app and scan in the book's barcode. Once you've unlocked your book and
downloaded the audio files, you can enter any page number to find the word or phrase you're
looking for to help improve your pronunciation.
  Multi-Functional English-Chinese Dictionary Jane Sun,2009 Get four dictionaries in one!
*An English-Chinese dictionary perfect for foreign travel, business or study *A Chinese dictionary to
help you find the right word, every time *A comprehensive American slang dictionary *An interesting
Chinese slang dictionary This multi-use English-Chinese dictionary offers a variety of functions and
is suitable for all walks of life. Author Jane Sun taught Chinese language, theoretical mechanics and
material mechanics for 20 year at universities in China. She has published five books and over sixty
magazine and newspaper articles. She currently resides in Critz, Virginia.
  Mandarin Chinese Picture Dictionary Yi Ren,2018-03-27 A fun and helpful resource for
anyone interested in learning some Mandarin--whether you're 5 or 100! This picture dictionary
covers the 1,500 most useful Mandarin Chinese words and phrases. Each word and sentence is given
in Mandarin characters--with a Romanized version to help you pronounce it correctly--along with the
English meaning. The words are grouped into 40 different themes or topics, including basics like
meeting someone new and using public transportation to culture-specific topics like celebrating
Chinese holidays and eating Chinese food. This colorful picture dictionary includes: Hundreds of
color photographs 1,500 Mandarin words and phrases 40 different topics--from social media and
WiFi to paying and counting Example sentences showing how the words are used Companion online
audio recordings by native Mandarin speakers of all the vocabulary and sentences An introduction to
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Mandarin pronunciation and grammar An index to allow you to quickly look up words Mandarin
Chinese Picture Dictionary makes language learning more fun than traditional phrasebooks. This
resource is perfect for beginners of all ages--curious kids, visual learners and future travelers to
China.
  English-Chinese Dictionary of the Standard Chinese Spoken Language Karl
Hemeling,1916
  A Pocket Dictionary of Chinese English and Pekingese Syllabary Chauncey Goodrich,1982-07-01
  A Frequency Dictionary of Mandarin Chinese Richard Xiao,Paul Rayson,Tony
McEnery,2015-06-18 A Frequency Dictionary of Mandarin Chinese is an invaluable tool for all
learners of Mandarin Chinese, providing a list of the 5,000 words and the 2,000 Chinese characters
(simplified) most commonly used in the language. Based on a fifty-million-word corpus composed of
spoken, fiction, non-fiction and news texts in current use, the dictionary provides the user with a
detailed frequency-based list, as well as alphabetical and part-of-speech indexes. All entries in the
frequency list feature the English equivalent and a sample sentence with English translation. The
Dictionary also contains thirty thematically organized lists of frequently used words on a variety of
topics such as food, weather, travel and time expressions. A Frequency Dictionary of Mandarin
Chinese enables students of all levels to maximize their study of Mandarin vocabulary in an efficient
and engaging way. It is also an excellent resource for teachers of the language. A CD version is
available to purchase separately. Designed for use by corpus and computational linguists it provides
the full text in a format that researchers can process and turn into suitable lists for their own
research work.
  Chinese English Dictionary ,1976
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  Tuttle Chinese-English Dictionary Li Dong,2009-06-10 This is an extensive and user–friendly
Chinese to English dictionary. The Tuttle Chinese–English Dictionary provides clear and accurate
definitions in idiomatic English for the 18,000 most common Chinese vocabulary items (characters
and compounds), including all words required for the official HSK Chinese Language Proficiency
Examination used by the Chinese government as well as corporations and universities worldwide.
This Chinese dictionary is designed specifically for English speakers. All entries are listed
alphabetically in their romanized form using the standard Hanyu Pinyin romanization system. To
ensure that the dictionary is up–to–date, recently coined terms have been included reflecting the
dramatic changes taking place in Chinese society, business and education. Entries contain idiomatic
expressions and detailed notes on Chinese culture, grammar and usage that are extremely useful for
foreigners—a unique feature found in no other Chinese dictionary. Over 8,000 example Chinese
sentences are provided showing how Chinese words are used in real–life situations. A concise guide
to Chinese pronunciation, tones and grammar and lists of common character components, measure
words are given at the front of the dictionary, while Chinese personal and place names are given at
the back. Indexes list characters by strokes and also by radicals to enable the reader to look up
characters when the pronunciation is not known. Key features of this Chinese dictionary include:
Clear and concise definitions for 18,000 common vocabulary items. The only Chinese dictionary
designed specifically for English speakers. All entries listed alphabetically in romanized Hanyu
Pinyin form. Includes all words for the HSK Chinese language Proficiency Examination.
  A Dictionary of the Chinese Language, in Three Parts: English and Chinese Robert
Morrison,1823
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Reviewing Android Dictionary Chinese: Unlocking the Spellbinding Force of Linguistics

In a fast-paced world fueled by information and interconnectivity, the spellbinding force of
linguistics has acquired newfound prominence. Its capacity to evoke emotions, stimulate
contemplation, and stimulate metamorphosis is actually astonishing. Within the pages of "Android
Dictionary Chinese," an enthralling opus penned by a highly acclaimed wordsmith, readers embark
on an immersive expedition to unravel the intricate significance of language and its indelible imprint
on our lives. Throughout this assessment, we shall delve into the book is central motifs, appraise its
distinctive narrative style, and gauge its overarching influence on the minds of its readers.
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Android Dictionary Chinese Introduction

In this digital age, the convenience of accessing
information at our fingertips has become a
necessity. Whether its research papers, eBooks,
or user manuals, PDF files have become the

preferred format for sharing and reading
documents. However, the cost associated with
purchasing PDF files can sometimes be a barrier
for many individuals and organizations.
Thankfully, there are numerous websites and
platforms that allow users to download free PDF
files legally. In this article, we will explore some
of the best platforms to download free PDFs.
One of the most popular platforms to download
free PDF files is Project Gutenberg. This online
library offers over 60,000 free eBooks that are in
the public domain. From classic literature to
historical documents, Project Gutenberg
provides a wide range of PDF files that can be
downloaded and enjoyed on various devices. The
website is user-friendly and allows users to
search for specific titles or browse through
different categories. Another reliable platform
for downloading Android Dictionary Chinese free
PDF files is Open Library. With its vast collection
of over 1 million eBooks, Open Library has
something for every reader. The website offers a
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seamless experience by providing options to
borrow or download PDF files. Users simply
need to create a free account to access this
treasure trove of knowledge. Open Library also
allows users to contribute by uploading and
sharing their own PDF files, making it a
collaborative platform for book enthusiasts. For
those interested in academic resources, there
are websites dedicated to providing free PDFs of
research papers and scientific articles. One such
website is Academia.edu, which allows
researchers and scholars to share their work
with a global audience. Users can download PDF
files of research papers, theses, and
dissertations covering a wide range of subjects.
Academia.edu also provides a platform for
discussions and networking within the academic
community. When it comes to downloading
Android Dictionary Chinese free PDF files of
magazines, brochures, and catalogs, Issuu is a
popular choice. This digital publishing platform
hosts a vast collection of publications from

around the world. Users can search for specific
titles or explore various categories and genres.
Issuu offers a seamless reading experience with
its user-friendly interface and allows users to
download PDF files for offline reading. Apart
from dedicated platforms, search engines also
play a crucial role in finding free PDF files.
Google, for instance, has an advanced search
feature that allows users to filter results by file
type. By specifying the file type as "PDF," users
can find websites that offer free PDF downloads
on a specific topic. While downloading Android
Dictionary Chinese free PDF files is convenient,
its important to note that copyright laws must be
respected. Always ensure that the PDF files you
download are legally available for free. Many
authors and publishers voluntarily provide free
PDF versions of their work, but its essential to
be cautious and verify the authenticity of the
source before downloading Android Dictionary
Chinese. In conclusion, the internet offers
numerous platforms and websites that allow
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users to download free PDF files legally.
Whether its classic literature, research papers,
or magazines, there is something for everyone.
The platforms mentioned in this article, such as
Project Gutenberg, Open Library, Academia.edu,
and Issuu, provide access to a vast collection of
PDF files. However, users should always be
cautious and verify the legality of the source
before downloading Android Dictionary Chinese
any PDF files. With these platforms, the world of
PDF downloads is just a click away.

FAQs About Android Dictionary Chinese
Books

How do I know which eBook platform is the best
for me? Finding the best eBook platform
depends on your reading preferences and device
compatibility. Research different platforms, read
user reviews, and explore their features before

making a choice. Are free eBooks of good
quality? Yes, many reputable platforms offer
high-quality free eBooks, including classics and
public domain works. However, make sure to
verify the source to ensure the eBook credibility.
Can I read eBooks without an eReader?
Absolutely! Most eBook platforms offer
webbased readers or mobile apps that allow you
to read eBooks on your computer, tablet, or
smartphone. How do I avoid digital eye strain
while reading eBooks? To prevent digital eye
strain, take regular breaks, adjust the font size
and background color, and ensure proper
lighting while reading eBooks. What the
advantage of interactive eBooks? Interactive
eBooks incorporate multimedia elements,
quizzes, and activities, enhancing the reader
engagement and providing a more immersive
learning experience. Android Dictionary Chinese
is one of the best book in our library for free
trial. We provide copy of Android Dictionary
Chinese in digital format, so the resources that
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you find are reliable. There are also many
Ebooks of related with Android Dictionary
Chinese. Where to download Android Dictionary
Chinese online for free? Are you looking for
Android Dictionary Chinese PDF? This is
definitely going to save you time and cash in
something you should think about. If you trying
to find then search around for online. Without a
doubt there are numerous these available and
many of them have the freedom. However
without doubt you receive whatever you
purchase. An alternate way to get ideas is
always to check another Android Dictionary
Chinese. This method for see exactly what may
be included and adopt these ideas to your book.
This site will almost certainly help you save time
and effort, money and stress. If you are looking
for free books then you really should consider
finding to assist you try this. Several of Android
Dictionary Chinese are for sale to free while
some are payable. If you arent sure if the books
you would like to download works with for usage

along with your computer, it is possible to
download free trials. The free guides make it
easy for someone to free access online library
for download books to your device. You can get
free download on free trial for lots of books
categories. Our library is the biggest of these
that have literally hundreds of thousands of
different products categories represented. You
will also see that there are specific sites catered
to different product types or categories, brands
or niches related with Android Dictionary
Chinese. So depending on what exactly you are
searching, you will be able to choose e books to
suit your own need. Need to access completely
for Campbell Biology Seventh Edition book?
Access Ebook without any digging. And by
having access to our ebook online or by storing
it on your computer, you have convenient
answers with Android Dictionary Chinese To get
started finding Android Dictionary Chinese, you
are right to find our website which has a
comprehensive collection of books online. Our
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library is the biggest of these that have literally
hundreds of thousands of different products
represented. You will also see that there are
specific sites catered to different categories or
niches related with Android Dictionary Chinese
So depending on what exactly you are searching,
you will be able tochoose ebook to suit your own
need. Thank you for reading Android Dictionary
Chinese. Maybe you have knowledge that,
people have search numerous times for their
favorite readings like this Android Dictionary
Chinese, but end up in harmful downloads.
Rather than reading a good book with a cup of
coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled
with some harmful bugs inside their laptop.
Android Dictionary Chinese is available in our
book collection an online access to it is set as
public so you can download it instantly. Our
digital library spans in multiple locations,
allowing you to get the most less latency time to
download any of our books like this one. Merely
said, Android Dictionary Chinese is universally

compatible with any devices to read.
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STAR CLASSROOM - HOW TO FIND COMMENT
CODES Stars report cards comments 2023-2024
STARS Classroom Report Card Comments w/4
digit codes. Created by. Satterfield-Brown
Technology. This Common Core/NGLS aligned ...
Report Card Comment Codes Report Card
Comment Codes. Files: Report Card
Comments.pdf. Comment codes Comment codes
· 2023-2024 STARS Classroom Report Card
Comments w/4 digit codes · Grade 3 Progress
Report Card Comments - TERM 1 - Editable!
STARS Classroom - nycenet.edu No information
is available for this page. Nyc doe stars
comment codes Stars classroom comment codes.
This Common Core/NGLS aligned resource is
AMAZING! If you are a NYC school teacher and
use STARS Classroom to generate report ...
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2023–24 SAR Comment Codes and Text Guide
(Updated Aug ... Jul 22, 2022 — These two
comment codes indicate the student is
incarcerated, and a SAR C Code will be
generated. The guide is correct in stating that
no ... Elementary Report Card Comment Codes
Demonstrates progress toward mastery of
standards. WS20 Low scores. Recommended for
intervention. WS21 Makes careless errors in
work. WS22 Needs to take part in ... Elementary
School Academic Policy Guide | InfoHub Aug 28,
2023 — STARS Classroom, together with STARS
Admin, comprise the STARS ... subject area and
a library of narrative comments. Teachers can
enter ... BMC sol - Answer - Bloomberg Answers
Economic ... Answer bloomberg answers
economic indicators the primacy of gdp (30 min.)
knowledge check how accurately do gdp
statistics portray the economy and why?
Bloomberg Certification - Core Exam Flashcards
Study with Quizlet and memorize flashcards
containing terms like Which Bloomberg Excel

tool, wishing the Real-TIme/Historical wizard,
would you select to download historical weekly
close data on bloomberg market concepts
Flashcards Study with Quizlet and memorize
flashcards containing terms like Inaccurately
because the scope of GDP measurements can
change. BMC Answers (Bloomberg Answers )
Study guides, Class ... Looking for the best study
guides, study notes and summaries about BMC
Answers (Bloomberg Answers)? On this page
you'll find 99 study documents. SOLUTION:
Bloomberg answers docx Bloomberg answers
docx · 1. Which of the following qualities of
economic indicators do investors prize the most?
· 2. Why is the release of GDP statistics less ...
Bloomberg Answers 1. Here is a chart showing
both nominal GDP growth and real GDP growth
for a country. Which of the following can be a
true statement at the time? SOLUTION:
Bloomberg answers docx, bmc answers 2022 ...
SECTION QUIZ 1. Here is a chart showing both
nominal GDP growth and real GDP growth for a
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country. Which of the following can be a true
statement at the time ... BMC Answers
(Bloomberg) 2022/2023, Complete solutions ...
Download BMC Answers (Bloomberg)
2022/2023, Complete solutions (A guide) and
more Finance Exams in PDF only on Docsity!
BMC ANSWERS BLOOMBERG 2022 2023
COMPLETE ... Bloomberg: certification - Fast
Answers A Bloomberg Certification is awarded
after completing the first four modules:
Economic Indicators, Currencies, Fixed Income,
and Equities. Answer to Cornerstones of
Managerial Accounting 5t Answer Key to
Mowen, Cornerstone Manegerial Accounting full
file at basic managerial accounting concepts
discussion questions cost is the amount of cash
or. Cornerstones Of Managerial Accounting (...
5th Edition ... Get your students where they
need to be with CORNERSTONES OF
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING. Cornerstones
delivers a truly unique learning system that is
integrated ... Cornerstones Of Managerial

Accounting Solution Manual 1168 solutions
available. Textbook Solutions for Cornerstones
of Managerial Accounting. by. 5th Edition.
Author: Dan L Heitger, Maryanne M Mowen.
1078 solutions ... Cornerstones of Managerial
Accounting 5th Edition Mowen ... Cornerstones
of Managerial Accounting 5th Edition Mowen
Solutions Manual | PDF | Cost | Cost Of Goods
Sold. Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting -
5th Edition Find step-by-step solutions and
answers to Cornerstones of Managerial
Accounting - 9781133943983, as well as
thousands of textbooks so you can move
forward ... Solution Manual Cornerstones of
Managerial Accounting ... 1. Introduction to
Managerial Accounting. 2. Basic Managerial
Accounting Concepts. 3. Cost Behavior. 4. Cost-
Volume-Profit Analysis: A ... Textbook Solutions
Manual for Cornerstones of Managerial ... Test
Bank for Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting
5th ... View Test prep - Test Bank for
Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting 5th
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Edition Mowen, Hansen, Heitger.doc from APC
27 at University of California, Davis. Solutions
Manual for Managerial Accounting 5th Edition
by ... Aug 4, 2018 — Solutions Manual for
Managerial Accounting 5th Edition by Wild -
Download as a PDF or view online for free.
Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting ...
Publisher, Cengage Learning; 5th edition
(January 1, 2013) ; Hardcover, 800 pages ; Item
Weight, 4.05 pounds ; Dimensions, 9 x 1.25 x
10.75 inches.
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